
  

Exploration of the Local Food System 
 

hroughout the history of the United 

States of America, there has always 

existed the mentality of “bucking the 

system” or “sticking it to the man”. 

Recently, Athens-Clarke County, which is 

listed to date as the poorest county in the 

state of Georgia, has carried this mentality to 

a new level by establishing new legislation 

that has come to be known as the Sixty Mile 

Diet. Local legislators passed this bill stating 

that Athens-Clarke County will refuse the 

import of any produce grown outside of a 

sixty mile radius with the center being a 

point located in the iconic downtown 

Athens, a city famous for the most bars-per-  

 

capita in the country. In recognition, this 

article will explore the sociocultural, 

economic, political, and environmental 

impacts legislation such as this would have 

on a local food system, specifically, the food 

system of Athens-Clarke County, by 

comparing and contrasting a Walmart with 

an Athens Farmer’s Market.  

 

To start, it is necessary to define a 

local food system and how differentiate it 

from a larger scale food system such as a 

global food system. According to the 

GRACE Communications Foundation, a 

foundation dedicated to increasing public 
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awareness of the web interconnecting food, 

water, and energy and environmental and 

public health issues, a local food system is 

defined as, “a method of food production 

and distribution that is geographically 

localized, rather than national or 

international. Food is grown, or raised, and 

harvested close to consumers’ homes, then 

distributed over much shorter distances than 

is common in the conventional global 

industrial food system.” On the other hand, 

the GRACE foundation goes on to define a 

global food system as a system consisting 

of, “large, industrialized [produce] farms 

that specialize in certain profitable crops and 

[the] factory farming of animals. Products 

are transported from farms to other facilities 

for processing and packaging. These 

products are then transported [regionally, 

nationally, and] internationally (“Local & 

Regional Food Systems”).” For the purpose 

of this article, the local food system will be 

represented as the Farmers’ Market while 

Walmart will portray the 

Global/National/Regional food system.  

 

Sociocultural 

esearch has 

disclosed that one 

aspect of the food system 

that the local system 

promotes while the larger-

scale system is found lacking 

in is sociocultural 

interaction. Since the 1970’s, 

the number of Farmers’ 

Markets in the United States 

has increased largely from a 

mere three hundred to well 

over four thousand. This is 

largely in part to the 

connections made and 

relationships formed when 

local producers and 

customers interact face-to-

face. Rather than walking into a Walmart 

and buying produce from a faceless, 

nameless grower, Farmers’ Markets allow 

consumers to browse for produce being 

pedaled by specific individual farms while 

also engaging in friendly conversation or 

even good-spirited haggling with a direct 

representative of those smaller farms. This 

direct communication between consumers 

and local producers not only promotes direct 

feedback from customers about products 

they desire or grievances they may have, it 

also serves to establish a sense of 

meaningful understanding about the 

multitude of people and processes that go on 

behind the scenes that result in the provision 

of the produce (Marne 2008).  

Economic 

ooking now into the economic impacts 

of adopting a food system wholly 

supported by local suppliers, there are a 

number of items to address. It is difficult to 

pin down the impact on the larger-scale food 

system that Athens-Clarke County 
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going entirely local would have being that 

there are so many different variables to take 

into consideration. However, it is not 

outlandish to suggest that it very well could 

throw a wrench in the larger-scale food 

system due to the fact that larger, more 

specialized farms currently located in 

Athens that supply produce to a large 

portion of said larger-scale food system 

would now be allotted more fully to the 

county as a result of its refusal to import 

from other sources. This would eliminate a 

factor of efficiency that long-distance trade 

currently provides to the larger-scale food 

system in reducing, or possibly even 

eliminating, one or more provider from the 

supply chain that could currently be lowest 

cost supplier (Halweil & Prugh 2002).  

The larger-scale food system that 

currently reigns does not look kindly upon 

farmers, most especially those with smaller, 

less commercialized farms. In fact, research 

compiled from North America, Asia, and 

Africa goes so far to suggest that farmers 

have suffered as a result of the free-trade 

food system (Halweil & Prugh 2002). 

Research more concentrated on the United 

States yielded the value of three and a half. 

That three and a half is the number of cents 

farmers see per every dollar spent on food in 

the United States (“Buy Locally”). The 

remaining ninety-six and a half cents are 

handed over to cover the costs of processing, 

A Fresh Experience 
As I pulled up to the small park off of 
Prince, I could see the rows of white 
tents that marked the weekly food 
and goods bazaar in Athens, 
Georgia. The smell of freshly baked 
bread mingled with the morning air 
as I walked up to the Athens 
Farmers’ Market. Locals milled 
about in flannels with their hands 
wrapped around paper cups filled 
with steaming hot coffee, brewed by 
a local roaster named 1000 Faces 
Coffee. Surrounded on all sides by 
tents and booths displaying a 
rainbow of organic produce, I 
strolled down the aisles just taking 
in the sights around me. It was my 
first time at a farmers market: a 
fresh experience that rivaled the 
produce available for purchase. The 
environment and atmosphere 
relaxed me and offered a sharp 
contrast to the bustle and barbarity 
of the experiences I have had at the 
Epps’ Bridge Walmart. Vendors 
generously offered their expert 
opinion their wares and engaged 
shoppers in conversation, an 
unheard of human decency in the 
commercial world we abide in 
nowadays. As I meandered about 
the market, chitchatting with 
vendors and noting the variety of 
items offered, it occurred to me that 
though the selection of products 
was limited, available were all of the 
basic foods necessary for a healthy 
and abundant lifestyle. Not only 
does Athens Farmers’ Market 
provide organic vegetables, fruits, 
chicken, beef, pastas, and bread, it 
offers a human experience and 
healthy lifestyle alternative.  
 



transportation, marketing, and packaging. 

“Going local” not only cuts out an enormous 

portion of the fees farmers are forced to fork 

over in order to get their produce to the 

public, it also allows farmers to cut out the 

middleman, 

effectively 

allowing 

them to 

become 

“price 

setters” 

rather than 

“price 

accepters” 

(Marne 

2008). There are no illusions of a lavish 

lifestyle for those who dedicate themselves 

to providing the public with produce. In fact, 

throughout history, farmers have 

traditionally existed one meager step above 

poverty with the almost indistinguishable 

line separating them being the roof over 

their heads. Since 1979 alone, the United 

States has lost over 300,000 farming 

operations to bankruptcy. However, there is 

a solution in existence. Research also 

yielded another value: eighty-five. On 

average, farmers see a return of eighty-five 

cents per every dollar spent at a Farmers’ 

Market (“Buy Locally”) By increasing 

traffic at local Farmers’ Markets, the 

community is actively putting money back 

into the pockets of local producers.  

One of the most concerning 

economical aspects of “going local” is the 

effect that such a transition would have on 

the community as a whole. The 

overwhelming consensus is that “going 

local” would benefit the community 

immensely. There is no dispute that keeping 

spending within the community is 

beneficial, and converting to a purely locally 

supported food system would do just that. 

Not only would this system promote food 

self-reliance, it would also create jobs, raise 

incomes, and support farmers from an 

economic standpoint whom, in turn, would 

continue to pour money into the community 

(Halweil & Prugh 2002). According to a 

study done 

by the 

University 

of 

Minnesota, 

less 

commerciali

zed farms 

with a more 

local 

consumer 

base make approximately ninety-five 

percent of farm-related expenditures within 

the confines of their own community (Food 

Economics). Using this logic, supporting a 

local food system supports the economy of 

Athens-Clarke County. 

Previously, Walmart was identified 

as a representative of the larger scale food 

system, and it will continue to serve that 

purpose as the impact of the larger scale 

food system on the community of Athens-

Clarke County is explained. When 

consumers were asked what they felt was 

the “best thing about Walmart,” fifty percent 

of participants identified low prices as their 

biggest draw to the superstore. On average, 

Walmart doesn’t compete with other grocery 

stores in the area; Walmart completely takes 

them out of the running by offering 

discounts of twenty-five to thirty percent on 

traditional grocery store items. While these 

lower prices may seem beneficial to the 

consumer, it weaves a complicated web 

(Neumark, Zhang, & Ciccarella, 2008). The 

average household income shopping at 

Walmart is forty thousand dollars, which is 

much lower than the sixty thousand of 

Target shoppers and seventy-four thousand 

of Costco shoppers. Approximately fifty- 

three percent of shoppers at Walmart earn 

Product Prices at Different Markets 

Product Walmart Earth Fare 
Farmers 
Market 

Tomatoes $3 / lb $2.99 / lb $3 / lb 

Sweet peppers $2 per 2 / $4 $4 / lb 

Broccoli $3 / lb $3.79 / lb $5 / lb 

Cabbage $1.50 / lb $1.39 / lb $3 / lb 

Kale $1.89 / lb 2 / $4 $3 / head  



less than twenty thousand dollars. In short, 

the clientele at Walmart is of the lower 

economic classes, and while the lower prices 

offered at Walmart may benefit these 

families in the short run, the long-term 

effects greatly outweigh the short-term 

(Basker 2007). The establishment of a 

Walmart in any community can reduce the 

sales of neighboring grocery stores by as 

much as seventeen percent (Arts & Stone, 

2006). Accompanying these concerning 

reductions in sales, are concerning 

reductions in employment. The hiring of 

each Walmart employee results in loss of 

one point four existing local jobs. This 

equates to the overall loss of one hundred 

and fifty jobs yielding an employment 

reduction of two point seven percent per 

each Walmart established (Neumark, Zhang, 

& Ciccarella, 2008). 

Political 

ne of the most powerful forces to be 

reckoned with in today’s society is 

politics. Politics have the capability to 

influence any number of aspects of the day-

to-day lives of Americans, and the food 

system is no exception. As far as discussing 

what, if any, impact switching to an entirely 

local food system would have on politics or 

vice-versa, there is currently very little 

overlap being that the term “local” is not an 

easy one to definitively define. However, the 

little legislation that does exist has been 

passed in a series of attempts to promote the 

growth of the local food system. One such 

piece of legislation known as the Farmer-to-

Consumer Act was passed in 1976 with the 

appropriate means and on an economically 

sustainable basis, the development and 

expansion of direct marketing of agricultural 

commodities from farmers to consumer.” 

Along with this piece of legislation, other 

initiatives have been created by congress 

such as the Farmers’ Market Promotion 

Program, a program charged with the 
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Good Soil 
Mark has been farming for 12 years, 

converting from a businessman to a 

farmer. He inherited the farm from his 

Grandad who was a pine tree farmer. 

Pines have been imported now and 

there is less need for them so he also 

farms blueberries, soybeans, and 

cotton. Cotton and soybeans are used 

as rotation crops. He has 178 acres of 

land, but stated, “85 to 90 of it I don’t 

touch, except to maintain. It’s some of 

the best soil in Georgia.” He employs 

people seasonally and can have 

anywhere from 3-20 workers. He sells 

his blueberries to a broker who then 

sells them to stores. Mark commented, 

“they could be anywhere from a Publix 

to China, I don’t exactly know where 

they go.” Mark hires someone to pick 

the blueberries with a machine, then 

transports the crop to the broker. Mark 

believes any type of fruit can be grown 

in Georgia, but it is a common 

misconception that most fruits cannot; 

the key is good soil. Mark also gave an 

example of olives being grown in North 

Georgia and not “only grown in Italy.” 

He could not sell as much as he does 

without supermarkets. He also wanted 

to make note that the only people 

taking advantage of farmers is the FDA 

with their regulations. Mark talked 

about the prices on pesticides 

drastically increasing, and the effect 

they have on him as a farmer. The 

prices of these pesticides require 

farmers to increase price to 

compensate. If caught using the wrong 

pesticide, heavy fines or even closure of 

the farm can occur. 



purpose of “[promoting], through expansion 

of existing and the establishment of new 

Farmers’ Markets, and the Senior’s Farmers’ 

Market Nutrition Program, a program 

dedicated to providing affordable, fresh 

produce to low income seniors. The 

establishment of these programs and this 

legislation sends the message that congress 

not only recognizes the importance of the 

local food system, but it also shows that 

congress is willing to take steps to promote 

growth at the local level (Marne 2008). 

Sociotechnical 

any years ago, prior to the invention 

of refrigeration and efficient 

transportation systems, communities 

were entirely dependent upon the produce 

that neighboring farms could provide. The 

local food system was the only food system. 

Since technology has allowed for the 

integration of a larger scale food system, 

unequal distribution of power and resources 

has resulted in a system that greatly favors 

larger operations leaving smaller, local 

operations behind to choke on the dust of 

food safety scandals, genetically modified 

produce, and expensive fertilizers and 

pesticides. The continually increasing gap 

between commercialized farming operations 

and local farming operations cultivates 

oppression and exploitation of already 

impoverished local farms, which then 

restricts said farms’ abilities to provide good 

working conditions and fair wages to their 

workers perpetuating the cycle. For decades 

now, food activists have insisted that the 

solution lies in the promotion of the local 

food system. This promotion would be 

tasked with providing markets for local 

farmers to sell their produce in an attempt to 

reverse the decline of the number of smaller 

farming operations, increase the revenue 

taken in by each operation, provide jobs in 

the community, and not only address the 

social injustice that her persisted for years in 
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Meet an Athens Local 
Manny Lopez has lived in Athens since 

the age of four. He has grown up in 

the local school system, and he takes 

great pride in calling the city of Athens 

his home. When discussing the idea of 

switching to a local food system, 

Manny has some very interesting 

opinions. He believes that his lifestyle 

would not be drastically impacted, but 

there could be interesting 

consequences for some of the other 

citizens of Athens. Manny believes 

that a local food system implemented 

in Athens could have the potential to 

feed the citizens of Athens due to the 

large amounts of farmland and pre-

existing infrastructure located around 

the city. He believes that Athens has 

the production capabilities to 

supports it citizens and satisfy most of 

their needs. In fact, Manny believes 

that a local food system might actually 

be more convenient for his family 

because it would consolidate all of the 

food they eat into one market. He also 

thinks that the local food system 

would keep money in Athens and help 

local farmers and businesses. Manny 

does admit that there would be some 

challenges and drawbacks that would 

arise if Athens switched to a local food 

system though. He believes that 

farmland would have to be heavily 

reassigned to a wide variety of 

vegetables in order to meet the 

demands of a culturally diverse 

population. 



the farming industry, but eliminate it. 

According to Allen in his article titled 

“Realizing Justice in Local shared equitably 

so that people and communities can meet 

their needs, and live with security and 

dignity, now and into the future (Allen, 

2010).” This is the food system that Athens-

Clarke County is striving to create by 

building up a crumbling local farming 

industry worn down by the intrusion of 

globalization (Allen, 2010).Food Systems”, 

recurring author in the Cambridge Journal 

of Regions, Economy and 

Society, “A socially just food 

system is one in which power and 

material resources are  

Security and Diversity 

nsuring the diversity and 

security of food is one of the 

most glaring concerns that come 

to mind during discussions about 

altering the food system 

Athenians are dependent upon for 

their day-to-day sustenance. As it 

stands currently, we are 

increasingly dependent upon international 

food trade as a nation. In fact, in the past 

forty years, the amount of food transported 

between nations has increased by four 

hundred percent. However, this long-

distance transportation of food is not 

without cost. In order for food to 

survive the trip, it is exposed to a 

number of preservatives and additives 

with numerous opportunities for 

accidental exposure to other elements 

resulting in contamination (Halweil & 

Prugh 2002). While the latest 

technology in refrigeration, controlled 

atmospheres and packaging aim to 

drastically lower the risk of 

contamination, the nutritional value of 

the produce drastically decreases in the 

time interval between the harvesting of 

the produce and when it reaches 

consumers’ households (Edwards-Jones et 

al., 2008). While it is not possible to 

guarantee that locally grown food will 

always be more nutrient dense than the 

alternative, it is safe to say that since there is 

a direct correlation between the amount of 

nutrients in produce and a short time interval 

between harvest and consumer purchase the 

odds are much in favor of locally grown 

food. Not only is locally grown food 

typically more nutrient rich, a number of 

findings state that consumers claim locally 

grown food costs less and tastes better. The 

superior taste of local produce can be 

attributed to harvest at optimal ripeness and 

some may say optimal nutrient levels. The 
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lower costs, which have been calculated to 

be approximately forty percent lower, make 

a significant difference during the 

purchasing process (Edwards-Jones et al., 

2008). The mean price per pound of produce 

in Farmers’ Market is fourteen cents lower 

than in a supermarket. This means that is a 

customer were to purchase one pound of 

each vegetable at a Farmers’ Market, the 

equivalent purchase at a neighboring 

supermarket would be an average of one 

dollar and sixty-one 

cents more expensive 

(Pirog & McCann, 

2009). These price 

breaks can be 

attributed to the 

absence of middlemen 

in the packaging and 

transportation 

industries (Halweil & 

Prugh 2002).  

Environmental 

he final aspect 

under 

consideration is the 

sustainability and 

environmental impact of adopting the 

entirely local food system in Athens-Clarke 

County. In the United States today, food is 

transported an average of 3250 kilometers 

from origin to the consumer, which is 

twenty-five percent farther than in 1980. 

While this can partially be attributed to the 

clustering of people in cities in recent years, 

the environmental effects of this 

transportation of food are staggering. A 

healthy balanced diet consisting of all the 

main food groups, meat, vegetables, fruits, 

and grain, from local sources entirely would 

emit one fourth of the amount of greenhouse 

gases that an equivalent diet with imported 

food would emit (Halweil & Prugh 2002). 

Not only is the production of greenhouse 

gases reduced with local eating, so is the 

amount of energy used to plant, grow, and 

harvest local produce. “Going local” cuts 

out the need for processing and packaging, 

which accounts for the approximately one 

third of the energy utilized in the food 

system. In the United States alone, industrial 

farming is responsible for $34.7 billion in 

damage to the environment. Adopting an 

entirely local food system would diminish 

that number immensely, not only by cutting 

out large  portions of the processing, 

packaging, and 

transportation of 

produce, but also 

by lessening the 

amount of 

pesticide and man-

made fertilizer 

used in the 

production process 

(Marne 2008).  

At the end 

of the day, a 

number of aspects 

of the food 

industry as a whole 

have been 

addressed including sociocultural, 

economical, political, and environmental 

impacts. Time and time again each aspect 

continued to affirm the benefits of “going 

local” and denounce the dependency society 

has upon the globalized farming industry. 

Throughout the course of this inquiry, it has 

become clear that not only is it possible for 

Athens-Clarke County to adopt the local 

only mindset, but that the community would 

prosper with all Athenians reaping the 

rewards. That is not to say that supermarket 

stores such as Walmart do not have a place 

in a local food system, just that some 

adjustments would have to be made in the 

where and how chain stores such as these 

receive and market their produce.
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